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Abstract: Russian’s six cases and multiple noun classes make case marking potentially challenging
ground for heritage speakers. Indeed, morphological levelling, “probably the best-described feature of
language loss”, has been substantiated. One study from 2006 showed that Heritage Russian speakers
in the USA produced canonical or prescribed markers for only 13% of preposition+nominal sequences.
Conversely, another study from 2020 found that Heritage Russian speakers in Toronto produce a
94% canonical case marker rate in conversational speech. To explore the effects of methodological
differences across several studies, the current paper circumscribes the context to preposition+nominal
sequences in Heritage Russian speech from the same Toronto corpus as used by the 2020 study but
mirroring the domain investigated by Polinsky and including a Homeland comparison to consider
changes in both the rates of use of canonical case marking and distributional patterns of non-canonical
use. Regression models show more canonical case marking in more frequent words, an independent
effect of slightly more mismatch by later generations, but less morphological levelling than reported
by Polinsky. Lexicon size does not predict case marking rates as strongly as language usage patterns
do, but generation, since immigration, is the best-fitting social predictor. We confirm (small) rate
changes in Heritage (vs. Homeland) Russian canonical case marking but not in patterns of levelling.
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1. Introduction

Heritage speakers of a language are defined as those “who acquired a L1 grammar (to
some degree of success) of a language that is not the socially dominant language in a given
geographical area” (Putnam and Sanchez 2013, p. 478). Though these speakers are often
classified as having not acquired their heritage language (HL) completely (Laskowski 2009;
Montrul 2008), heritage speakers of a language can provide a greater understanding of the
mechanisms underlying sociolinguistic variation through expanding our research context
beyond the monolingual setting. For instance, studies incorporating heritage speakers
can provide insight into how an ongoing change in a language can continue through
generations after speakers leave the country in which the language is primarily spoken, as
well as how language contact affects particular aspects of a language (cf. Cristiano 2022;
Nagy and Celata 2022; Umbal 2023; Umbal and Nagy 2021).

This paper uses data from the Heritage Language Variation and Change project (HLVC;
Nagy 2009, 2011, 2024), which has the goal of expanding variationist sociolinguistics outside
of the monolingual field of study. The current study contributes to the HLVC project by
adopting its goal of expanding the understanding of variation in a multilingual context, as
well as by treating Heritage Russian as its own variety of Russian (following Polinsky 2006)
and comparing a heritage variety of Russian directly to a homeland variety. We consider
what this synchronic comparison can tell us about the path of (potential) change in the
case-marking system of Heritage Russian. For this purpose, we compare the performance
of four groups of speakers, as defined in (1).
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(1) Generation categories in the HLVC project and HerLD corpus.
Homeland: born and reside in the homeland (for this study, Moscow, Russia)
Generation 1 (Gen1): born in Moscow or St. Petersburg, moved to Toronto after age 18, and
have been residing in Toronto for at least 20 years.
Generation 2 (Gen2): born in Toronto or arrived from Moscow or St. Petersburg before age 6
to parents or guardians who qualify as Generation 1 speakers.
Generation 3 (Gen3): born in Toronto to parents or guardians who qualify as Generation
2 speakers.

1.1. Russian Case Marking and Levelling

In Russian’s complex morphological marking system, all nouns and pronouns (as well as
some other parts of speech not considered here) require case marking. There are six cases and
multiple noun classes. Nouns are sometimes categorized into four main classes (cf. Corbett
1982) but sometimes as many as 82 (Parker and Sims 2020, based on data in Zaliznjak 1977).
This more detailed classification differentiates groups of nouns according to affix forms, stem
changes, stress patterns, and defectiveness (forms missing from the paradigm). In Russian,
different cases are homophonous in different noun classes1 and speakers must develop an
awareness of the patterns for each class as well as for pronouns. This complexity makes case
marking potentially challenging ground for Heritage Russian speakers. Indeed, case marking
has been pointed to as an area of vulnerability for heritage speakers. For example, case
mismatches were among the most common types of errors found in the English-to-Russian
translation task examined by Isurin and Ivanova-Sullivan (2008).

Indeed, morphological levelling, “probably the best-described feature of language
loss”, has been substantiated among heritage speakers. In a study comparing American
Russian to Full (or Homeland) Russian, Polinsky (2006, p. 250) showed that Heritage
Russian speakers living in the USA produced prescribed or canonical2 case markers for
only 13% of prepositional nominals in a short narrative task. She refers to these speakers as
Reduced Russian or American Russian speakers. For Polinsky’s study, American Russian
speakers were defined as those who moved from Russia to the USA before age 12. They
were adults in their twenties and thirties at the time of data collection (Polinsky 2006,
p. 207). Participants who scored higher than 90% on a vocabulary test were excluded as
“too fluent”.

The prepositional nominal context examined by Polinsky (2006) and in the present
paper is defined as nouns or pronouns which are the object of a preposition and which
prescriptively require accusative, dative, genitive, instrumental, or locative case marking.
Examples of each, from the HLVC corpus, are given in (2)–(6). For GEN (4a,b) and LOC
(6a,b), pairs of examples are given in the following: similar sentences, one with a match
and one with a mismatch. The speaker code and timestamp for each example are provided.
Speaker codes are explained at https://ngn.artsci.utoronto.ca/HLVC/1_4_corpus.php
(accessed on 1 March 2024).

(2) Accusative prescribed and produced
cherez cerkov’, cherez raznye kul’turnye organizacii mozhet byt’
чepeз цepкoвь, чepeз paзныe кyльтypныe opгaнизaции мoжeт быть
through church.ACC through various.ACC.PL cultural.ACC.PL organization.ACC.PL may be.INF
‘through the church, through various cultural organizations maybe’ (R3M56A; 12:18)

(3) Dative prescribed and produced
lezli my po jetoj trube
лeзли мы пo этoй тpyбe
climb.PST.3PL 3PL.NOM up this.DAT pipe.DAT
‘We climbed up this pipe’ (R1M80B; 12:12)

(4a) Genitive prescribed and produced
so storny mamy, otec, mama russkaja, iz Gatchiny
co cтopoны мaмы, oтeц, мaмa pyccкaя, из Гaтчины
on side.GEN mother.GEN father.NOM mother.NOM Russian.FEM from Gatchina.GEN
‘On my mother’s side, my father, my mother is Russian, from Gatchina’ (R3M56A; 12:13)

https://ngn.artsci.utoronto.ca/HLVC/1_4_corpus.php
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(4b) Genitive prescribed but ACC/NOM produced
Oni skazhem iz vostochnye evropejskij rajon
oни cкaжeм из вocтoчный eвpoпeйcкий paйoн
3PL say.3PL.FUT from Eastern.ACC/NOM European.ACC/NOM area.ACC/NOM
‘. . . let’s say they are from an eastern European area’; (R3F25A, 14:46)

(5) Instrumental prescribed and produced
cherez dvadcat’ s chem-to let im prishlos’ tozhe
чepeз двaдцaть c чeм-тo лeт им пpишлocь тoжe
after twenty.ACC with something.INSTR year.PL.ACC 3PL.DAT have.to.IMPERF too
‘after twenty something years they had to too’ (R3M56A; 12:12)

(6a) Locative prescribed and produced
chto zavernuli my, my v lagere nashli suxie list’ja
чтo зaвepнyли мы, мы в лaгepe нaшли cyxиe лиcтья
what wrap.PST.3PL 3PL.NOM 3PL.NOM in camp.LOC find.PST.3PL dry leaf.PL
‘What did they wrap? We, we found dry leaves in the camp’ (R1M80B; 12:14)

(6b) Locative prescribed but ACC produced
ja naxozhus’ v stranu kotoryj
я нaxoжycь в cтpaнy кoтopый
1SG locate.1SG.PRES in country.ACC which.MASC

1.2. Previous Studies of Russian Case Marking

In contrast to Polinsky’s American Russian speakers, the Toronto second- and third-
generation Heritage Russian speakers examined by Łyskawa and Nagy (2020) displayed
94% use of canonical case markers in conversational speech but in a study of a wider
range of contexts. A total of 98% was the corresponding rate for their first-generation
(immigrant) speakers. Isurin and Ivanova-Sullivan (2008) found a similarly high match
rate for seven adult speakers who moved to the USA. before age ten or who were born
in the USA into a Russian-speaking household: these speakers produced the prescribed
case 97.6% of the time. This is higher than the rate they measured for L2 learners but lower
than monolingual speakers of Russian. Nagy (2015) outlines several possible accounts for
stark differences between outcomes of the variationist sociolinguistic analyses she reported
and experimental elicitation tasks examining the same aspects of language, such as how a
heritage speaker of a language is defined and differing data collection and analysis methods.
Nagy (2015) was not able to pinpoint which difference(s) best account for the different
outcomes—that is one goal of this paper.

As illustrated in Table 1, studies of Heritage Russian case marking differ in the popula-
tions studied, the sampling methods, and the methods used for elicitation and analysis. For
the 16 speakers studied by Polinsky, Russian was their first language, but English became
their primary (preferred) language after immigrating to the USA at a young age (from 3 to
11 years old) (Polinsky 2006, pp. 195, 204). In contrast, in the Łyskawa and Nagy (2020)
study, the speakers either moved to Toronto after the age of 18 or grew up in Toronto and
no selection criteria required either a lower or upper bound on how well or how often
they spoke Russian nor which language they preferred. As part of the recruitment process,
however, speakers agreed that they were comfortable speaking in Russian for about an
hour. This willingness to participate implies a lower bound on proficiency.

Speakers in both the Polinsky (2006) and the Łyskawa and Nagy (2020) studies grew up
with parents and/or grandparents who spoke Russian. Toronto is a city in which English is
(just barely, at 56%) the majority language spoken at home (Statistics Canada 2017). The
location of the American Russians in Polinsky’s study is not specified, but English likely
plays a larger role in their communities.

The methods of elicitation differed between the studies. Polinsky (2006) asked speakers
to retell the plot of a book or movie and also recorded conversations between Russian
speakers without the presence of the investigator. The HLVC speakers examined in Łyskawa
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and Nagy (2020) were interviewed, for about an hour, about their life experiences by a
fellow Heritage Russian speaker.

We also consider two other existing studies of Heritage Russian. In the Isurin and
Ivanova-Sullivan (2008) study, heritage speakers were compared to monolingual Russian
speakers, as well as advanced learners of Russian in a task eliciting unrehearsed narrations
of a children’s picture book. These speakers either moved from the former USSR to the USA
before the age of 10 or were born to Russian-speaking parents in the USA. Kagan (2005),
the earliest of the studies, used a written translation task to assess university students
whose immigration history would classify them as Gen2 speakers. Table 1 summarizes key
differences in four studies of Heritage Russian case.

Table 1. Comparison of methods and outcomes of four studies of case marking in Heritage Russian.

Study Kagan (2005) Polinsky (2006) Isurin and
Ivanova-Sullivan (2008)

Łyskawa and Nagy
(2020)

Elicitation Methods Translate English
paragraph to Russian

Recounting
movie/book plot,

conversations

Frog Story (unrehearsed
narration)

Sociolinguistic
interview

Location
University class

(homework
assignment)

USA
Ohio State University,

extra credit in a language
course

Homes in Toronto,
Canada

Speakers

5 UCLA students
(“who emigrated at a
preschool age or who

were born in the USA”)

People who
immigrated at age 9

(average) and had been
in the USA for 17 years

(on average)

People who immigrated
before age 10 or were
born in the USA. to

Russian-speaking parents

Speakers in Toronto
(contrasting those born
there and immigrants)

Heritage speaker
sample 5 16 7 62

Statistical analysis
method

Comparison of mean
ratios

Percentage of
contexts/speaker

Percentage of
contexts/speaker

Mixed-effect logistic
regression analyses,

comparing generations,
n = 1451

Rate of canonical
case use Not provided 13%

97.6%;
5 of 7 speakers produced

errors

Gen1 98%
Gen2 and 3 94%

1.3. The Goals of This Paper

This paper improves comparability across studies to better understand how case mark-
ing changes diachronically (from one generation of speakers to the next) and how method-
ological differences impact outcomes. First, for better comparability, we circumscribe
the context more tightly than Łyskawa and Nagy (2020) and Isurin and Ivanova-Sullivan
(2008), focussing on prepositional nominals in Heritage Russian speech, thus mirroring the
domain of investigation reported in Polinsky (2006). This allows us to draw more robust
conclusions from direct comparison of both rates and distributional patterns of mismatch
(replacement by a non-canonical choice of case marking) in order to better understand the
path of change in the case-marking system of Heritage Russian.

Second, we compare the rate of canonical case use of Heritage Russian speakers to
Homeland Russian speakers using conversational data from the Russian National Corpus
(2003) to offer another level of comparison necessary for describing the path of evolution
of the case system. This comparison between homeland and heritage speakers allows us
to trace differences in the variation patterns in monolingual and multilingual speakers.
From what is described about the rate of use and comfort in using Russian for Polinsky’s
American Russian speakers, the Toronto heritage speakers sit between them and homeland
speakers. We predict a system of case markings that are intermediary between homeland
norms (Polinksy’s assumed Full Russian patterns and our observations from the Russian
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National Corpus) and American or Reduced Russian norms both in terms of the rate of use
of canonical forms and the patterns of replacement by other forms.

Following Łyskawa and Nagy (2020), the majority form for each context (as defined
by the linguistic factors introduced in Section 2.3) is empirically determined and defined
as the canonical form for that context. In our data, the majority form always conforms to
prescriptions in Gruszczyński’s (2002) reference grammar, as well as the intuitions of the
native-speaker university students who coded the data.

Third, this paper adds the role of lexical frequency to other factors, aiming to disentan-
gle whether differences in morphological marking are tied to the heritage speakers’ lexicon
size. It is widely agreed that heritage speakers generally have smaller vocabularies (within
their heritage language) than monolinguals (cf. Montrul and Mason 2020). As speakers
with smaller vocabularies are expected to rely more heavily on more common words, the
related effects of the lexicon size of the participants and the lexical frequency of the tokens
they produce are examined.

1.4. Background on Russian Case

As noted, in Homeland Russian, all nouns and pronouns (as well as some other
categories not examined here) receive a case marking, indicating their role in the sentence.
Polinsky (1996, p. 42) proposes a direction of evolution, specifically simplification leading
to the loss of the case-marking system for Reduced Russian, illustrated in (7) for noun
phrases which are arguments to verbs and (8) for noun phrases which are adjuncts. This
is based on her American Russian speaker data. Those speakers commonly replaced
the prescribed case marking with the nominative form of a noun. If that observation is
indicative of an ongoing change in the case-marking system, it suggests that, in this study,
we should expect to see more forms replaced with the nominative form in speech from
later generations since immigration. Looking at her claims in more detail in (7) and (8), we
predict the replacement of ACC by DAT in verb arguments, along with the replacement
of ACC arguments and all non-arguments by NOM. While we have not coded our data
for argument vs. non-argument status, the trends can be expected to emerge as they are
similar in the two contexts.

(7) Argument case shift:
Dative > Accusative > Nominative

(8) Adjunct case shift:
{Dative, Accusative, Genitive, Instrumental, Locative} > Nominative

This pattern is reflected in the scale of case retention (Polinsky 1995, 1996; and dis-
cussed in Łyskawa and Nagy 2020) in (9), which suggests that, for a given speaker or
speaker group, case knowledge is most accurately displayed for nominatives and least
accurately for datives (where “accuracy” means selection of the prescribed case marker
used in homeland speech). The scale in (9) also introduces the abbreviations for the cases
that will be discussed.

(9) (intact) NOM > ACC > GEN > INS > LOC > DAT (virtually gone)
nominative > accusative > genitive > instrumental > locative > dative

Isurin and Ivanova-Sullivan (2008) note the use of ACC as a replacement for INS as a
common mismatch for nouns and that DAT replaces INS on personal pronouns. They also
report the substitution of DAT for ACC. They additionally report the use of prepositional
cases or DAT for GEN and the use of INS for prepositional cases. These trends do not
exactly conform to the patterns in (7–9).

This paper therefore examines the differences and similarities between the case-
marking system in different populations classified as Heritage Russian speakers with
the aim of emphasizing and disentangling the nuances of the case system and of the catego-
rization of heritage speakers. It seeks to explain the patterns of case markings by drawing
on a variety of contextual factors, both linguistic and social, to better understand the path(s)
of change in this part of the grammar. We predict that Toronto heritage speakers will
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illustrate a pattern that is intermediate between the American Russian speakers examined
in (Polinsky 2006), who have very limited use of Russian as adults, and the Homeland
patterns, which should resemble Polinsky’s (assumed) Full Russian forms.

2. Materials and Methods

To best understand how language is used for communicative purposes, as opposed to
experimental tasks, where the participant is not actually communicating new information
to a listener, and what types of variation are present and available to speakers, we rely on
spontaneous speech from a range of speakers who vary widely in how frequently they
hear and speak Russian, their attitudes toward the language and culture, and the types
of input they have received. Variationist sociolinguistic methods (cf. Labov 1984), aug-
mented by further information necessary to understand what influences speech variation
in multilingual contexts, are applied, as described in this section. The goal is to describe
both the rates of match (canonical case-marking choice vs. non-canonical choice) and the
patterns of contexts in which matches occur most frequently, and how these change from
one generation of speakers to the next.

2.1. Participants

We analyzed data from 30 speakers, of whom 24 heritage speakers have been recorded
as part of the Heritage Language Documentation Corpus (HerLD) (Nagy 2011). Our
heritage speaker sample included 12 first-generation speakers, nine second-generation
speakers, and three third-generation speakers, all of whom reside in Toronto. These
generation categories are defined in (1). The details of the speaker sample are provided in
Appendix A.

To determine whether morphological levelling is evident through the synchronic
evidence afforded by comparison across generations, comparison to homeland speakers is
useful. The homeland comparison data comes from six speakers recorded for the Russian
National Corpus (2003). Our sample is stratified by gender and generation, as demonstrated
in Table 2 and Appendix A. Age ranges are provided, making it clear that age and generation
are collinear, due in part to the limitations stemming from the definitions provided in (1)
and in part to the availability of participants.

2.2. Data Collection

The speech samples from the heritage speakers are from the HerLD corpus (Nagy 2009)
and are extracted from sociolinguistic interviews, each approximately an hour in length,
conducted in Russian. Sociolinguistic interviews, as defined in Labov (1984), are conversa-
tional samples over a wide range of topics.3 These interviews were conducted by Heritage
Russian-speaking student investigators who suggested topics and facilitated the conversa-
tion to elicit the largest amount of vernacular speech, basing the conversation on the HLVC
interview protocol.4 Speakers were also asked to complete a short picture description task
and an Ethnic Orientation Questionnaire.5 From the Ethnic Orientation Questionnaire, re-
sponses were scored on a scale indicating preferences for Russian or for English/Canadian
language and cultural practices in various contexts. A Principal Components Analysis
reduced the responses for 37 questions to two independent axes, one focusing on the
speaker’s language use and preference (EO_Language) and one describing the speaker’s
family’s language and cultural preferences (EO_Family). Interestingly, the speaker’s own
ethnic identification (Russian, mixed, or Canadian) did not load strongly onto either axis
and is thus not considered further in this paper. Ranges for ethnic orientation (EO) scores,
shown in Table 2, indicate that these, like age, are collinear with generation.

The homeland data, part of the Russian National Corpus (2003), consisted of short,
unscripted conversations of various types between the speaker and one or additional
participants whose speech remained unanalyzed. The speakers were Moscow residents.
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Table 2. Distribution of 30 speakers.

Generation Female Male EO_ Language EO_ Family

n age range (years) n age range (years) range range

Homeland 5 unknown, but
younger 1 unknown NA NA

Gen1 8 40–82 4 47–80 −2.5–−0.6 −1.3–2.8
Gen2 6 12–68 3 12–56 −2.0–3.7 −1.6–3.7
Gen3 2 25–37 1 56 2.9 −0.2

Interviews were transcribed orthographically in ELAN, a program for time-aligned
transcription and annotation (Sloetjes and Wittenburg 2008; Wittenburg et al. 2006).
A transliteration into Latin script was used and non-standard elements of a speaker’s
speech were transcribed as produced. This provides search and retrieval of instances of,
for example, non-canonical case productions. Additional information on these tasks and
methodology can be found in Nagy (2024, Chap. 4).

2.3. Variables and Coding

The dependent variable in our analyses was the choice of case marker. It was coded
as binary: canonical vs. non-canonical selection of case marker, as determined by native
Russian-speaking research assistants. To make this determination, each noun or pronoun
in the selected portion of each interview was annotated in ELAN for both observed and
prescribed cases, excluding those that are prescriptively NOM or categorically produced as
match.6 Briefly, this consisted of categorizing tokens by the context in which they appear
(according to prescribed case and part of speech, that is, noun or pronoun), described
in further detail below, and then calculating the majority form produced in heritage and
homeland data for each context. These majority forms matched the normative forms in
Gruszczyński’s (2002) grammar, as well as the RAs’ intuitions, and are thus labelled as
canonical forms. In this way, the dependent variable is a binary choice, either match (the
token produced has the prescribed form) or mismatch (the token produced does not have
the prescribed form). An example from the data of a mismatch is in (10), a clause produced
by a Gen2 speaker in which the object of the preposition в ‘in’ is in the nominative or
accusative form (nachalo) rather than the prescribed locative form (nachale). The target
nouns are bolded. In contrast, (11) demonstrates an instance of a match token, where the
object of the preposition ‘in’ is in the locative form, as is prescribed.

(10) v nachalo nojabre
в нaчaлo нoябpe
In beginning.NOM/ACC November.LOC
‘In the beginning of November’ (R2F68C, 00:00:59)

(11) ja byla u nix v dome
я былa y ниx в дoмe
1SG.NOM be.AGR.PERF at 3PL.LOC in house.LOC
‘I have been in their house’ (R0F20B, 00:27:15)

Errors in marking animacy, gender, and number were not included in our analysis
(and have not yet been examined in this corpus). In cases where it was not possible to
determine whether the lack of match to the canonical form should be attributed to selecting
the wrong case or selecting the wrong animacy, gender, or number, we coded the tokens as
a mismatch. For example, if a masculine noun was produced with the feminine form of the
prescribed case, it was marked as a mismatch.

Coding of tokens began 15 minutes into each interview or conversation recording,
allowing a period of adjustment to the context and thus using data that more closely
approximates the speakers’ vernacular. In ELAN, approximately 100 noun phrases were
selected and annotated for a match between the prescribed and produced case (the de-
pendent variable) for each of the 30 speakers. If fewer than 100 tokens for a speaker were
found throughout this portion of the interview, then the first 15 minutes of the file was
coded as well. This limit of 100 tokens allows for a representative sample of how each
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speaker talks while conserving scarce resources required to process the data, particularly
the time available to heritage-language-speaking student researchers. It also avoids skew-
ing the data if any particularly garrulous or particularly reticent speakers have different
patterns from others.7 As our focus here is an examination of nominals that are the objects
of prepositions (the context studied in Polinsky 2006), tokens were extracted from a larger
data set previously coded for the work published in Łyskawa and Nagy (2020): tokens are
included in this analysis only if they were a noun or pronoun object of a preposition with a
prescribed or canonical case of ACC, DAT, GEN, INS, or LOC. Thus, of the original 3000
coded tokens (30 speakers × 100 tokens), we examine 1454 preposition + noun tokens here.

For this study, four independent linguistic variables were also coded for each token,
following the method described by Łyskawa and Nagy (2020) who operationalized the
variationist study of Slavic case systems. These are nominal form (noun or pronoun),
canonical case (ACC, DAT, GEN, INS or LOC), observed case (ACC, DAT, GEN, INS, LOC
or NOM), and lexical frequency of the nominal form. Factors and their levels are listed in
Table 3.

Table 3. Analysis factors (predictors) and their levels.

Factor Levels

Canonical case

Locative
Dative
Genitive
Instrumental
Accusative

Observed case

Nominative
Locative
Dative
Genitive
Instrumental
Accusative
Ambiguous (between canonical and any non-canonical form)

Lexical frequency, binned

Hapax legomenon (rarest, single occurrence)
2–3 tokens
4–9 tokens
10–20 tokens
21–40 tokens
60–70 tokens (commonest)
(only мeня “me” and нac “us”)

Log
(lexical frequency)

Continuous measure of frequency, ranging from one to 68
tokens

Nominal form
Noun
Pronoun

Generation

Homeland
Gen1
Gen2
Gen3

Sex
Female
Male

Age Continuous (age 12–82)

EO_Language Continuous (−1.3–2.9, higher is more Russian-oriented)

EO_Family Continuous (−0.2–3.7, higher is more Russian-oriented)

Lexical frequency was determined by counting the number of appearances of each
form (not lemmatized) in the token list. Thus, it is a very local frequency. We operationalized
lexical frequency in two ways, as a binned and as a continuous measure. To create the
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binned measure, we coded hapax legomena (single occurrences in the dataset) as the rarest
category and two frequent pronouns (мeня ‘me’ and нac ‘us’) as the most common category.
The remaining words were divided into four categories (see Table 3). We compare models
with each measure and find that the continuous measure produces a model that better fits
the data. We also coded each token as a noun or pronoun and determined that this did not
interact with the lexical frequency measure, except that the two most frequent tokens were
both pronouns (мeня ‘me’ and нac ‘us’). This was meant to control for the difference in
complexity of case marking on nouns compared to pronouns (Polinsky 2006, pp. 214–17).

Finally, each token was coded according to the social characteristics of the speaker
who produced it: generation, sex, age, EO_Language, EO_Family. The levels of all factors
are shown in Table 3.

Based on these factors, Table 4 demonstrates how the example in (10) was coded. Items
in the first four rows are coded for each token in ELAN. In another tier, tokens are automati-
cally coded as match or mismatch, depending on whether the canonical and observed cases
are the same. In this example, the dependent variable is entered as a mismatch because the
canonical and observed cases do not match. Codes for each social factor (generation, sex,
age, EO_Language, EO_Family) are added to each token after exporting the full token set
from ELAN to a spreadsheet for statistical analysis (methodology described in Nagy and
Meyerhoff 2015).

Table 4. Coding of ‘V nachalo nojabre’ (R2F68C, 00:00:59) example.

Canonical case Locative

Observed case Nominative/Accusative

Lexical frequency, binned Hapax legomenon (one occurrence)

Type of token Noun

Generation Gen2

Sex Female

Age 68

EO_Language 2.10

EO_Family 3.72

Narrowing down to the context of prepositional nominals with a prescribed case other
than NOM and excluding the invariant (in the dataset) nominal classes (see endnote 6), we
examine 1454 tokens, each coded in ELAN for the linguistic factors.

2.4. Analysis Methods

We first examined the distribution of tokens in intersecting contexts, considering both
linguistic and social factors. Since speakers will not have the same number of tokens
produced in each context, given the spontaneous nature of the speech data used, and
because we have an imbalance in the number of speakers representing certain categories of
our three social factors, we then conducted multivariate regression analyses to show which
predictors significantly affect the match rates. Logistic regression models were constructed
from the dataset using Rbrul (Johnson 2009), a package for R (R Development Core Team
2008). Rbrul supports multivariate analyses by asking the user to select modelling methods
appropriate to the data, avoiding the need for writing code. As is standard in the field of
sociolinguistics, factors with a p-value less than 0.05 were considered significant.

We compared multiple models to determine the combination of factors which best
account for the patterning of our data. Models were compared through the reported AICc
score (corrected Akaike Information Criterion, used for model averaging, Burnham and
Anderson 2004) to determine which combination of factors best accounts for the data
distribution. The size and distribution of the dataset precludes the inclusion of Speaker or
Word as random intercepts. Because ethnic orientation is collinear with generation, it is
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excluded from the regression models and examined subsequently. Two speakers’ data had
to be excluded from the models because these speakers exhaustively represent Homeland
Males and Gen3 Males, respectively, and they exhibited no variation. Categorical levels
cannot be entered in logistic regression models. Thus, in the multivariate analyses in
Section 3.2, we model patterns for 29 of the 31 speakers considered in Section 3.1.

For our examination of the effects of lexical frequency, we also calculated type/token
ratios for each generation and each speaker, based on the distinct forms produced and
included as tokens in the above analysis. For type/token ratios, the larger the number,
the more different the words or the larger the vocabulary a group exhibits. We compare
(Pearson’s) correlations of this type/token ratio, match rate, and ethnic orientation scores
across speakers.

3. Results
3.1. Distributional Analysis

The two graphs in Figure 1 show the high rate of accuracy, or choice of canonical case
markers, for all groups analyzed. The match rates for each generation range from 94% to
99% accuracy, as shown in Figure 1a. The slight decrease in accuracy for each successive
generation since immigration is supported by the statistical analysis shown later in Table
6, including the interaction between generation and gender, as shown in Figure 1b. The
small samples from Gen3 differ quite a bit in the match rate between males (100%, n = 62)
and females (91%, n = 92) but mirror the homeland pattern of more matches for males than
females. The reverse is seen in the earlier heritage generations (Gen1, Gen2), where data
are more plentiful, and the gender differences are smaller. Token counts for each speaker
group are provided in Table 6.
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Figure 1. Match rate (count of canonically marked tokens/count of tokens) (a) by generation and (b)
by generation and gender (n = 1454).

We next look at the distribution of mismatched tokens—the tokens where the observed
form does not match the prescribed form. Table 5 lists the prescribed cases in rows, with a
separate section for each generation. The columns indicate the number of tokens produced
with each observed case in that context. The shaded bars indicate matches, so the unshaded
values (except totals) are counts of mismatches produced in each generation. In the header
rows indicating generation, the total count of tokens produced in each observed case is
given. This confusion matrix indicates that the occasional substitution of ACC for GEN
and vice versa, found in the Homeland data, is not replicated in any heritage generation.
Rather, the only frequent (more than two instances) mismatches are LOC marking on three
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prescribed ACC tokens for Gen2, and NOM marking in LOC contexts in Gen 2 (n = 3) and
Gen 3 (n = 3).

Table 5. Confusion matrix between canonical and observed case, by Generation. Matches are
highlighted and generation subtotals are italicized. Outlined cells indicate all three instances of
greater than two mismatch tokens of a single type within a speaker group.

Observed Case
ACC DAT GEN INS LOC NOM ambig. n

Pr
es

cr
ib

ed
ca

se
Homeland 57 4 70 36 120 287

ACC 56 1 57
DAT 4 4
GEN 1 69 70
INS 36 36
LOC 120 120

Gen1 137 36 101 49 162 1 1 487
ACC 135 1 136
DAT 36 36
GEN 101 1 102
INS 1 49 1 51
LOC 1 161 162

Gen2 90 24 164 70 171 6 1 526
ACC 88 2 3 93
DAT 24 1 25
GEN 163 1 1 165
INS 68 2 70
LOC 2 1 167 3 173

Gen3 11 2 70 16 50 4 1 154
ACC 10 1 11
DAT 2 2
GEN 69 1 70
INS 16 1 17
LOC 1 1 49 3 54

Total 295 66 405 171 503 11 3 1454

To clarify further, Figure 2 shows the distribution of mismatches across the prescribed
contexts. That is, of the 31 mismatched tokens, 39% of them occur in prescribed LOC
contexts and just 3% occur in prescribed DAT contexts. This figure also provides the
count of tokens occurring in each prescribed case context. LOC is the most frequent of
the prescribed cases in this dataset, with 509 tokens, partially accounting, perhaps, for
it having the biggest share of mismatches. In contrast, however, GEN is the next most
frequent prescribed case context (n = 407) and only 16% of the mismatches occur there, the
same portion as in the much less common INS context (n = 174). Thus, the frequency of the
prescribed case does not account for mismatch rates.

More importantly, Figure 2 shows that the path of change from Homeland-like patterns
toward the American Russian pattern for argument case marking that is reported in
Polinsky (2006) and summarized in (7) and (8) does not show its origins among heritage
speakers: we do not see the greatest erosion in the DAT context. Rather, prescribed DAT
contexts claim the smallest portion of errors (though this may well be due to it being
the rarest context). Additionally, the prescribed DAT mismatches are never caused by
replacement with ACC or NOM. We also never see ACC contexts being filled with NOM
marking, the other prediction for argument nominals in Polinsky (2006). This distribution
of errors also does not replicate trends reported in Isurin and Ivanova-Sullivan (2008).
That is, as shown in Table 5, we do not find DAT replacing ACC, GEN, or LOC; nor INS
replacing LOC.
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Figure 2. Mismatches distributed across the prescribed cases (n = 31).

Another interesting pattern emerges when we consider the interaction between lexical
frequency and generation. One might expect an effect on the case markings to emerge
because homeland speakers and earlier heritage generations might have larger vocabularies
and use more rare words, while later-generation speakers might limit their conversations
to the use of more common words. What effect does this have on match rates? Not
exactly what we might expect, as illustrated in Figure 3. There is a clear effect of lexical
frequency for Gen3 speakers: they only have mismatches when using rarer words, showing,
incidentally, that they do use rarer words. Gen2 follows this pattern, to a smaller extent.
However, it is interesting to note that this is also the case for Homeland speakers, while
Gen1 speakers’ mismatches are concentrated among the more frequent tokens. Figure 3
also illustrates the complete accuracy in case markings for all generations in the most
frequent set of words, those forms which occur 60–70 times. These, as noted, are just the
two first-person pronouns, мeня ‘me’ and нac ‘us’. Because of this coincidence that the
very most frequent tokens are pronouns, while most of the rare tokens are not, it is not
easy to say whether it is the frequency of exposure to particular words or the frequency of
exposure to types (pronouns vs. nouns) or even the fact that English may play some role
for heritage speakers’ Russian case markings if they mirror the need to attend to a case
for the English pronoun system (e.g., I, me, my) but not for English nouns (except some
possessive forms). We turn next to multivariate analysis to better understand the patterns
and separate the effects of frequency and part of speech.
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3.2. Multivariate Analysis

We constructed and compared three logistic regression models: one with lexical
frequency binned as in Figure 3, one with a continuous measure of lexical frequency and
one with nominal type (noun vs. pronoun), in order to see which of these collinear factors
best account for the distribution of match vs. non-match tokens in our data. Each model
included an interaction factor for generation * sex (because the sexes behave differently
across the generations, as suggested in Figure 1b). The models with this interaction of social
factors fit the data better than models with generation and sex separated (or either excluded),
clarifying this interaction as a real effect rather than a spurious distributional effect.

A model with log(token frequency) produced a better fit than models with the binned
token frequency or the nominal type factor, according to a comparison of AICc scores, see
Table 6. Thus, the most complete account of the data requires reference to both internal
(linguistic) and external (social) factors. When token frequency is included, adding the
nominal type factor does not improve the model. In this best-fitting model, the highest
match rates are for Homeland and then Gen1 speakers, with Gen2 and then Gen3 following.
Tokens from Homeland males and Gen3 males were not included in this model because
they are categorically matched, but these groups are included in Table 6 for comparability.
Note that these groups provided relatively few tokens. The positive logodds (and centered
factor weights) for log(token frequency) show that the more frequent a word, the more
likely it is to have a canonical case marked on it.

Table 6. Best-fitting model of Russian case marking, n = 1346, AICc = 272, r2 = 0.27.

Logodds Tokens % Match Factor Weight

Generation * Sex (p = 0.003)
Homeland Male NA 46 100% NA
Homeland Female 1.12 241 99% 0.75
Gen1 Female 0.96 323 99% 0.72
Gen1 Male 0.82 164 99% 0.69
Gen2 Female −0.20 372 98% 0.45
Gen2 Male −0.79 154 96% 0.31
Gen3 Male NA 62 100% NA
Gen3 Female −1.91 92 91% 0.13

log(Token frequency) (p << 0.01)
continuous logodds +1 0.62

Speaker (random effect)
Standard deviation 0

This multivariate analysis illustrates a slightly larger mismatch rate for prepositional
nominals by second and third-generations than for homeland and first-generation speakers,
but this intergenerational difference is far less than the difference reported between Full
Russian and Reduced Russian speakers in Polinsky (2006). The subtle cross-generational
trend that is observed is expected based on previous studies of cross-generational patterns
among Toronto speakers. (For an overview of cross-generational investigations in the
HLVC project, see Ch. 5 of Nagy 2024) In generations with ample data from both males and
females, females exhibited slightly higher match rates (but the opposite is true in groups
where males produced fewer tokens).

The predictor prescribed case was also tested in a model alongside the factors shown
in Table 6. The Prescribed case factor did not emerge as a significant predictor and models
that include it fit the data less well than the model in Table 6. The range of match rates across
the prescribed cases and across the nominal types is reported in Table 7 for completeness.

Models with age and models with generation, two collinear factors, were compared to
see which best accounted for the data. AICc score comparison always showed generation
to produce a better fit, so age is not further discussed.

To summarize, the logistic regression model showing which factors best predict
whether a particular token will exhibit a match or mismatch for case includes only (log)lexical
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frequency and the interaction of generation and sex. They show that the closer (in terms of
family migration patterns) to Homeland speakers a speaker is, the higher their match rate.
Within two generations (Homeland and Gen3), males have a higher match rate than females
and in the other two groups, females have a higher match rate than males. Additionally,
and independently, the more frequent a word is, the more likely it is to be produced as a
match (canonical case marking).

Table 7. Match rate by prescribed case and nominal type.

Prescribed case n Match rate
DAT 64 98%
GEN 372 99%
LOC 469 97%
INS 161 97%
ACC 280 97%

Nominal type
Noun 969 97%
Pronoun 258 98%

3.3. Ethnic Orientation and Vocabulary Size Effects

Because ethnic orientation is collinear with generation in the HLVC sample, it could not
be included in the models tested in the previous section. We now turn to its examination. We
refer to the first component from the Principal Components Analysis of ethnic orientation
scores as the EO_Language score. A Pearson correlation test shows that this EO_Language
score correlates with the match rate (r = −0.63, p <<0.01): the more a speaker orients toward
Heritage Russian, the lower their match rate (in general). While this might seem counter
to expectation, given the generational effect (see Table 6), a comparison of models with
either generation or EO_Language shows that generation provides a better fit to the data.
The categorical match rate of the one Gen3 male might be best understood as due to his
strong orientation to his heritage language (his EO_Language score is 1.46), in spite of a
low EO_Family score (−0.37).

EO_Language correlates, but less strongly, with Type/Token Ratio (Pearson’s
r = −0.54, p = 0.02): the negative correlation between preference for using Heritage Russian
and vocabulary size shows that speakers who prefer to use Russian more have smaller vo-
cabularies. Both effects are understandable given that our Gen1 speakers have lower ethnic
orientation scores than Gen2 and Gen3. Interestingly, there is not a significant correlation
between match rate and Type/Token Ratio (Pearson’s r = 0.07, p = 0.43.)

The second component from the Principal Components Analysis, EO_Family, shows
little spread among our speakers and no correlation with any linguistic measures. That is,
the scores of the speakers included in this sample are too similar to each other to account
for different linguistic performance.

3.4. More on Lexical Frequency Effects

Although the continuous frequency measure produced the best-fit model, examining
the pattern for the binned frequency (excerpted from a parallel model with generation*sex)
is illustrative, and shown in Table 8. The two most frequent categories of tokens are at the
top of the range (with the categorical most frequent category (63–70 tokens, just of the two
first-person pronouns) above them but not actually included in the model), with similar
match rates and centered factor weights for 10–20 and 21–40 occurrences. From there, all
measures decrease in line with decreasing frequency. This shows the orderly nature of data:
irregularities could have been smoothed over by the continuous measure, but we see that
there are few.

The important outcome of this investigation is that both the social factors and lexical
frequency are significant. This indicates that the generational differences in match rate are
not due simply to different vocabulary choices, but rather that lexical frequency plays a
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role within each generation’s patterns. Importantly, the many words that appear only a few
(0-3) times in the token list, have a match rate of 97%, whereas increasingly more common
tokens have higher match rates.

Table 8. Rate of match by lexical frequency (binned), n = 1227.

Binned Lexical Frequency Logodds n Match Rate Factor Weight

63–70 tokens NA 119 100% NA
21–40 tokens 0.52 119 98% 0.63
10–20 tokens 0.88 129 99% 0.71
4–9 tokens 0.26 267 99% 0.56
2–3 tokens −0.75 291 97% 0.32
Hapax legomena −0.91 421 96% 0.29

We also compared vocabulary sizes across generations. Because of the different
number of words produced by speakers in each generation, we use type/token ratios as a
measure of the vocabulary used (as tokens) for each generation. Table 9 shows, more or
less, the expected direction of difference but quite small differences between generations,
indicating that lexicon size is not the only reason for cross-generational differences. While
this correlation is interesting, there is further investigation to be performed as, at an
individual level, we did not find a clear relationship between match rate and lexicon size
(see Section 3.3.). This is in striking contrast to Polinsky’s (2006, p. 252) finding that

since structural attrition and lexical proficiency are correlated, the lexical profi-
ciency scores can serve as a basis for the characterization and ranking of incom-
plete learners in terms of a continuum model.

In spite of differences in methods of calculating lexical proficiency and speaker types
examined, this difference is surprising. Polinsky’s speakers were selected to satisfy a
criterion that their preference was to use English over Russian. In this, they resemble our
Gen1 speakers, who have very low EO_Language scores, indicating the same preference.

Table 9. Type/token ratio (vocabulary size estimate) by generation, n = 1454.

Homeland Gen1 Gen2 Gen3 All Speakers

Type count 180 304 264 84 663
Token count 287 487 526 154 1454

Type/Token ratio 0.63 0.62 0.50 0.55 0.46

3.5. Direction of Evolution

Though there were only 31 mismatch tokens (of 1454) within the context investigated
in this study, we examined the observed case across these tokens to seek trends about which
case(s) commonly replace(s) the canonical case. Polinsky (2006, p. 60) reported that all cases
were being replaced with a nominative, or the ‘unmarked’ case in American Russian (plus a
path of DAT > ACC > NOM for arguments). Figure 4 illustrates that, although nominative
(or unmarked) was the most frequent choice (about one-third of the mismatches), it was
not the only choice in our sample—LOC and ACC were also frequently selected (about 20%
of the mismatches each). The numbers above each bar indicate the number of times each
case was observed (with the large majority of these being matches, and so not represented
in this graph). The data are too sparse to investigate inter-generational differences within
this distribution inferentially, but we can note that homeland speakers, as a group, never
had more than one token mismatched to any one case (mismatches only between ACC and
GEN), out of their 287 tokens. In contrast, Gen2 and Gen3 produced a total of 10 tokens
mismatched to NOM, out of their 154 tokens. Thus, overall, the evolutionary expectation
of increasing replacement by NOM seems to be met, although the rate of replacement by
NOM is slightly higher for Gen2 (43%, 6 of 14 tokens) than Gen3 (40%, 4 of 10 mismatches).
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However, we have already shown that the distribution according to the prescribed case
context, in Figure 2, does not correspond to the path described for Reduced Russian. So,
while we see an extension of the NOM (or unmarked) form as the most common trend,
these extensions do not necessarily come from the contexts most predicted to provide them
(according to the hierarchies in (6–8). Furthermore, other trends, e.g., extension to ACC
and LOC, are also frequent and, as they are not cases of prescribed DAT becoming ACC
(see Table 5), these do not follow the predictions for Reduced Russian.
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4. Discussion

A significant intergenerational difference in the rate of canonical form production in
the preposition+noun context, with later generations having slightly lower match rates,
suggests some morphological levelling. However, the extent of levelling found here is
far less than that reported by Polinsky (2006) for American Russian speakers, though in
line with the rate reported by Isurin and Ivanova-Sullivan (2008) given the similarity in
immigration biographies.8 The paths of levelling differ as well. In this section, we further
consider why these differences might exist.

4.1. Paths of Change

We proposed, based on previous work, that there is a cline from Homeland, or Full,
Russian through different categories of heritage speakers. These categories differ in terms
of how often they use their heritage language and can be expected to roughly correspond
to generations since immigration. Therefore, we would expect the three generations of
heritage speakers examined here to show rates and patterns of mismatch intermediary
between homeland speakers and the Reduced Russian speakers examined in Polinsky
(2006) and to become successively more like the Reduced Russian patterns. Based on
the age of immigration, we would expect our Gen2 speakers to be most similar to those
Reduced Russian speakers and the speakers examined in Isurin and Ivanova-Sullivan
(2008). However, as we have noted, our Toronto speakers are more likely to use Russian
than those American heritage speakers. This constellation of similarities and differences in
the language use and linguistic biography of the speakers in the three studies results in
match rates that are more similar to Isurin and Ivanova-Sullivan’s (2008) speakers than to
Polinsky’s (2006) speakers and mismatch patterns that differ from both. The lack of a gradual
path toward the replacement clines shown in (7) and (8) leaves us without strong qualitative
evidence to support an intermediate pattern of mismatch between Full and Reduced
Russian by our socially-intermediary speakers. The (slight) drop in match rates from
one generation to the next, however, does provide quantitative evidence that mismatches
increase as speakers become less (socially) connected to the homeland. Although this
increase involves the predicted increase in the use of NOM forms (which may, in some
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cases, be auditorily indistinguishable from unmarked forms), the fact that only a third of the
mismatches are produced with NOM forms may serve as counterevidence to morphological
levelling through this path. Furthermore, we are unable to pinpoint a pattern within the
remaining 20 mismatches that could suggest a specific direction of levelling. Perhaps the
lack of stronger evidence of continuity from Homeland or Full to Heritage to Reduced
Russian can be attributed to methodological differences across the studies compared.

4.2. Comparison of Methods

While shrinking lexicons corresponded to evolution of the case system for the Reduced
Russian speakers examined in Polinsky (2006), we must seek a different reason for the
variable match rates of these Toronto heritage speakers. As we compare tokens from the
same grammatical context as those in the Polinsky study, we suggest that the difference in
canonical case use (match rate) may be due to differences in the classification or recruitment
of heritage speakers. There is likely a discrepancy between the proficiency of the speakers
in the two studies. While proficiency is not measured directly, Polinsky (2006, p. 199) notes
that due to the early childhood interruption of the acquisition of Russian of her speakers,
it is difficult to elicit much speech from them at all. In contrast, speakers contributing to
the HerLD corpus (Nagy 2009) met the criterion of feeling comfortable enough to speak
in Russian for an hour, although the Gen1 speakers, as a group, preferred using English
to Russian. Interestingly, there was more preference for Russian in Gen2 and Gen3 than
in Gen1. Thus, our Gen1 speakers are the most comparable to Polinsky’s, in terms of
language use (EO_Language scores), yet the most distinct, in terms of match rate. In
addition, many speakers in Polinsky’s study (2006, p. 204) would not have met the criterion
for participation in our study based on the generation categories outlined in (1) as they had
not been living in the USA for the 20-year minimum, disqualifying them for Gen1, and
arrived older than age 5, disqualifying them for Gen2.

Another difference between the two studies may emerge in speech collection methods
between the two studies. While both studies elicited spontaneous speech, the context in
Polinsky (1996, 2006) was more controlled and monologic, with one task being the retelling
of a book or movie plot and another being explicit judgments about language forms. The
collection of the data for our study was conducted via free-flowing dialogue with the
heritage-speaker interviewer facilitating speech by asking the speakers questions designed
to trigger their interest. Many variationist sociolinguistic studies of English show different
rates of vernacular vs. standard forms in narratives as opposed to conversational events (cf.
Labov 1984), and divergence from vernacular patterns when paying attention to language
explicitly (Labov 1972a, 1972b). We may assume this to be true in Heritage Russian as well.

Kagan’s (2005) study compared five Heritage Russian-speaking university students
to five second-language learners, rather than to homeland speakers. That study used
different methods (written translation) and a different population (university students).
Kagan reported that Heritage Russian speakers made non-significantly fewer errors in case
marking than homeland speakers, a finding similar to that reported here, in spite of the use
of different methods.

Finally, Isurin and Ivanova-Sullivan (2008) examined a different but similar group of
university students, eliciting speech through an unrehearsed narration task. They found
similar results to those reported here: 97.6% match rate, with five of the seven speakers
producing some case mismatches.

These comparisons place the performance of Toronto Heritage Russian speakers and
Isurin and Ivanova-Sullivan’s students between Polinsky’s and Kagan’s speakers. These
comparisons suggest that it is not the linguistic ecology of “America” versus “Canada” that
accounts for the difference between Łyskawa and Nagy’s results and Polinsky’s, nor is it
the elicitation method, but rather the sampling or recruitment method, tied to different
goals of the studies.

Another important methodological difference across the studies in Table 1 is the way
the data are analyzed. Only (Łyskawa and Nagy 2020) report a multivariate analysis in
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which the effects of linguistic and social factors are considered for their possible effects on
match rates in different contexts and different (groups of) speakers. The current analysis
also uses this analysis method, showing that both lexical frequency and (an interaction of
sex and) generation influence match rates.

4.3. Lexical Frequency Effects

The effect of lexical frequency reported here indicates that one other important dif-
ference between studies using more- and less-controlled methods of elicitation is in the
vocabulary available for use by participants. Thus, we next discuss what we have found
regarding the related issues of lexical frequency and vocabulary size. With the common
perception of heritage speakers not fully acquiring the language (cf., Laskowski 2009;
Montrul 2008), one may be tempted to attribute the (slight) intergenerational differences
to a smaller lexicon size. However, the 39 lexical classes used by the heritage speakers in
the HerLD Corpus cover ~97% of the ~100,000 Russian nouns in Zaliznjak (1977), allevi-
ating the concern that heritage speakers suffer from a reduced vocabulary or select only
“easy” nouns in conversation (Pechkina and Nagy 2017). Furthermore, the similarity of
type/token ratios (estimating vocabulary size) across generations (see Table 9) indicates
the relative stability of the lexicon. When participants control the topics of conversation, as
in a sociolinguistic interview, they may well remain more often in their comfort zone, using
vocabulary they are comfortable with, in contrast to the choices they must make when an
investigator regulates topics, as in the other studies compared here. We do not have a direct
way of comparing the frequency of lexical items used across these studies, but we have
shown that match rates are higher for words that speakers use more frequently. This may
further account for some cross-study differences.

4.4. Limitations

As demonstrated in Table 2, there is an imbalance of data across speaker groups. Due
to shorter recordings in the Russian National Corpus sample, we have less data in the
homeland sample. Also, there are no speakers for certain combinations of generation, age
group, and gender, e.g., no young Gen1 speakers, by definition, see (1), and unknown ages
for several homeland speakers. Such gaps in (information about) the speaker sample mean
that we are unable to make strong claims regarding the effects of age and gender, factors
which are common sociolinguistic tools for describing change in apparent time. In addition,
the homeland sample from the Russian National Corpus was collected through methods
that are not identical to the sociolinguistic interviews method of data collection used for
the HerLD Corpus (Nagy 2009). Rather, it includes excerpts from “public and spontaneous
spoken Russian” movie transcripts (see http://ruscorpora.ru/en/corpus/spoken (accessed
on 1 March 2024)). However, the assumed effect of this on the strength of our findings is
small, given that the data from the Russian National Corpus includes conversations.

5. Conclusions

This paper reported a study of case marking in nouns and pronouns, which are objects
of prepositions in the context of Toronto Heritage Russian and Moscow Homeland Russian,
in order to investigate morphological levelling patterns. We compare our findings to those
in several other studies, particularly Polinsky’s (2006) important description of case mark-
ings in American, or Reduced, Russian. As noted, available studies of Heritage Russian
case markings differ in several ways, each of which may contribute to the differences in
outcomes. These include the dimensions of the samples, the populations from which they
are drawn, and the methods of elicitation and analysis. No one of these seems uniquely to
account for differences in the outcomes, though both show how much the vocabulary is
controlled by the method of elicitation and by the definitions of “heritage speaker” that are
applied in recruiting participants. Both seem to contribute to differences in outcomes.

As in previous studies, we found evidence of morphological levelling, with later
generations having a slightly lower match rate (using non-canonical forms slightly more

http://ruscorpora.ru/en/corpus/spoken
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frequently), though not as low as reported by Polinsky (2006). In contrast, match rates for
the speakers examined here are very similar to those of American Russian speakers exam-
ined in Isurin and Ivanova-Sullivan (2008). Unfortunately, match rates are not provided in
Kagan (2005), so we cannot compare outcomes in our spontaneous speech to those from
her translation task. Because one might attribute the relatively high rate of canonical case
marking in later generations to their selecting a smaller range of core vocabulary words in
spontaneous speech, we also considered vocabulary size and effects of lexical frequency.
Thus, we are able to further report that the relatively high match rate in later generations is
not due to a smaller lexicon size or to choosing only common words.

Our data suggest that, quantitatively, there is a path of decreasing match rates from
Homeland (or Full Russian) speakers through each generation of Toronto Heritage Russian
speakers (and Isurin and Ivanova-Sullivan’s 2008 American Russian speakers) and then on
to Polinsky’s (2006) American Russian speakers. Our data does not, however, confirm the
proposed path of levelling reported in Polinsky—our 31 tokens do not strongly support a
process of preposition+noun case marking being replaced with a nominative case, as 20 of
these 31 mismatch tokens select a form other than nominative. Furthermore, there is no
evidence for the levelling patterns proposed for American Russian—we do not find that
it is primarily DAT and ACC tokens that level to NOM (or unmarked) forms in Toronto
Heritage Russian.

This comparison of match rates and patterns of case markings between sets of speakers
contributes to an understanding of the nuances of studying the speech and variation of
heritage speakers. Our analysis revealed the surprising finding that the EO_Language
score correlates negatively with match rate: our Gen1 speakers prefer to use English over
Russian, compared to the later generations included in our sample, but have slightly higher
match rates than the later generations. Further studies with different combinations of
methods of elicitation and recruitment to fill gaps left in the current comparison are needed
to complete our understanding of the paths of evolution for Slavic case marking in heritage
contexts. For these comparisons, it will be important to consider the influence of methods
of recruitment, elicitation, and analysis and to simultaneously consider the effects of the
linguistic context and the social characteristics of the speakers.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Speaker sample with match rate and lexicon size (by Type/token ratio).

Speaker Generation Sex Age # Tokens # Types Type/Token Ratio % Match

R0F20A Homeland Female 20 29 43 0.67 100%
R0F20B Homeland Female 20 40 50 0.93 98%
R0FxxA Homeland Female DK 43 48 1.00 98%
R0FxxB Homeland Female DK 45 55 1.05 100%
R0FxxK Homeland Female DK 35 45 0.81 100%
R0MxxE Homeland Male DK 34 46 0.79 100%
R1F40B Gen1 Female 40 35 39 0.81 97%
R1F47A Gen1 Female 47 27 32 0.63 100%
R1F47B Gen1 Female 47 27 29 0.63 100%
R1F50A Gen1 Female 50 54 67 1.26 100%
R1F54A Gen1 Female 54 30 38 0.70 100%
R1F55B Gen1 Female 55 21 26 0.49 100%
R1F81A Gen1 Female 81 37 52 0.86 96%
R1F82A Gen1 Female 82 32 40 0.74 100%
R1M47A Gen1 Male 47 31 49 0.72 98%
R1M56A Gen1 Male 56 34 40 0.79 100%
R1M62D Gen1 Male 62 20 24 0.47 100%
R1M80B Gen1 Male 80 47 51 1.09 98%
R2F12A Gen2 Female 12 25 45 0.58 100%
R2F17A Gen2 Female 17 38 55 0.88 96%
R2F20A Gen2 Female 20 39 54 0.91 100%
R2F31A Gen2 Female 31 8 11 0.19 100%
R2F53A Gen2 Female 53 19 25 0.44 88%
R2F68C Gen2 Female 68 109 182 2.53 98%
R2M12A Gen2 Male 12 43 64 1.00 93%
R2M13A Gen2 Male 13 33 41 0.77 100%
R2M56B Gen2 Male 56 33 49 0.77 94%
R3F25A Gen3 Female 25 27 47 0.63 91%
R3F37A Gen3 Female 37 29 45 0.67 86%
R3M56A Gen3 Male 56 44 62 1.02 100%

Notes
1 For example, many inanimate nouns exhibit syncretism across NOM and ACC in the singular, while many animate nouns are

syncretic across ACC and GEN.
2 As sociolinguists, we are sensitive to the possibility of different forms being viewed as correct or standard, depending on the

language variety and degree of access to other varieties. We therefore avoid using these terms in our description of heritage
speech. We use prescribed and canonical interchangeably and code our data according to whether surface forms match the canonical
form, as described in Section 2.3.

3 In addition to re-examining the relevant subset of tokens from the 16 speakers studied by Łyskawa and Nagy (2020), we add
eight additional heritage speakers.

4 http://ngn.artsci.utoronto.ca/pdf/HLVC/long_questionnaire_English.pdf, accessed on 1 March 2024.
5 http://ngn.artsci.utoronto.ca/pdf/HLVC/short_questionnaire_English.pdf, accessed on 1 March 2024.
6 We excluded tokens from rare nominal categories that did not exhibit any variability in terms of match vs. mismatch: two tokens

of third declension plurals, one demonstrative pronoun, and 10 mixed-declension nouns.
7 This last concern would be moot in a dataset large enough to apply mixed-effects models with speaker as a random effect.
8 We remind readers that the diverging rates shown for Gen 3 in Figure 1b are based on a small sample from three speakers.
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